
PENNSYLVANIA EMAIL TEMPLATE (Copy, Paste, Edit as desired): 

 

We are outraged at the inaction in Pennsylvania, it is unacceptable and will continue no longer. 

We demand a full forensic audit of the 2020 election for the state of Pennsylvania. 

 

The amount of fraud uncovered is staggering. 

 

15,000 mail-in ballots were sent out of state, we have 21,000 confirmed dead voters. Canvass-

ing efforts in Montgomery County found 78,000 phantom votes. There are over 10,000 people 

who voted by made whose ID does not exist in the SURE system. Over 300,000 voter registra-

tions were removed form the SURE system after November 3. 55,823 voters were backfilled 

into the SURE system. There are over 29,000 duplicate registrations, 7,857 registrations whose 

DOB was changed in 2020, and 4,458 voters whose registration date changed in 2020. 

1,059,547 voters’ ONLY vote was on the 2020 election. 

1,823,148 mail-in ballots were sent out. 

2,589,242 were received. 

 

As a PA Elected Official, you have a duty to the People. This evidence will not be ignored. 

1. Dr Douglas G Frank Pennsylvania Report on Video: https://youtu.be/Nj4MuFp4hYE\ 

Data comes from Census.gov (Population data), PA Secretary of State, State Registration and 

Voter databases. 

• The number of registrants in each county is artificially inflated with phantom voters; 

• The number of phantom voters is being regulated by an algorithm which combines the total 

population of a county with the morphology of the 2010 US Census; 

• The number of ballots recorded in a county is regulated by a function based upon the registra-

tion demographics (“Registration Key”); 

• Because population determines registration, and registrations determine ballots, it is possible 

to predict the ballots by merely knowing the population (“Population Key”); 

• These telltale behaviors, also observed in other states where similar ballot-stuffing activites 

have taken place, strongly suggest that the same algorithms are operating in Pennsylvania as in 

other states. 

• As confirmed in other states, a machine algorithm is being used to harvest ballots at the pre-

cinct level, artificially control the number and proportion of ballots at the county level, and 

achieve a target outcome at the state level. 

 

2. ElectionNightFacts Video: https://rumble.com/vch733-pennsylvania-was-stolen-here-is-the-

evidence.html 

This presentation was done by a team of data scientists and programmers with experience work-

ing for the US Navy, the CIA, the National Counter-Terrorism Center, and a Big-Four Account-

ing Firm. 

This shows a shocking 423,116 votes were subtracted from Trump. Numbers don’t lie. 

 

We demand a forensic audit of the state. You have a chance to decide which side of history you 

will be on.  
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